Amerlux® is Light on Target with SPEQ, new line of LED track luminaires
Oakland, NJ --- Amerlux® unveils SPEQ, a new line of LED track and surface mount fixtures
that delivers brilliant optical performance, energy efficiency, and design flexibility. Available
in small, medium, and large cylinder sizes, the compact ventless fixtures are ideal for adding
architecturally clean accents to commercial, retail, and gallery environments.
“Designed to let the interior design take center stage and not the lighting, SPEQ balances
minimal aesthetic design with industry leading optical performance,” says Amerlux
CEO/President Chuck Campagna. “The fixture has an integral driver and no visible heat sink
or venting, with a snoot perfectly matched to provide excellent glare control while
maintaining clean lines and a space illuminated perfectly and efficiently.”
Three distinctive cylindrical shaped models are available: the 48-watt large version delivering
up to 3977 lumens with a CBCP of 46,856; the Medium style operating with 26 watts while
delivering up to 2056 lumens with a CBCP of 14,898; and a Small 15-watt model that
delivers up to 1310 lumens with a CBCP of 9393.
CCTs include 2200K, 2700K, 3000K, 3500K and 4000K, with CRI up to 90-plus, with efficacy
up to 91. The accent luminaires dim with TRIAC and ELV dimmers on 120V/277V systems.
Beam spreads range from narrow spot to wide flood, and everything in between.
A broad range of mounting options include 1-, 2- and 3-circuit systems, busway and
canopy. White Texture, Black Texture and Silver Texture finishes are available, as well as
custom hues.
Options include snoot, hexcell louver, Solite beam softening lens, linear spread lens and
cross blade.
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About Amerlux LLC
Light is a visual force that surrounds us all, affecting every moment and aspect of our lives.
Amerlux® understands the lumen/human connection and offers products that deliver
innovative, creative solutions. Great lighting is so much more than harnessing watts and
lumens. Done right, it guides our entire experience of life.
Amerlux speaks the language of light for design and construction professionals around the
world by manufacturing a broad array of optically superior, energy efficient lighting
solutions for the retail, supermarket, hospitality, commercial and exterior lighting markets.
Amerlux products and services include track lighting, recessed downlighting and multiples,
pendants, linear systems, and custom lighting solutions, as well as support for energy
reduction plans that can be used as a guide to state, city and local utility rebate programs
for maximum energy savings and utility incentives. The company’s domestic and
international clients receive the support of Amerlux’s highly trained specification sales force,
as well as expert service from initial design to on-time delivery made possible by
strategically located manufacturing, warehousing and shipping locations. Discover how the
right light makes all the difference at Amerlux.
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